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Introduction
Prediction of the material behavior after heat treatment is a

necessary step to optimize the design of any industrial part. As a
sample, a soft computational approach was implemented using the
linguistic ability of fuzzy logic systems as a powerful tool for predicting
the hardness of solid solution aluminum alloy during precipitation
hardening to determine the optimal hardness.

It is often necessary to perform a heat treatment that aluminum
alloys can be used for modern advanced applications. That is to say
that the most pertinent and effective way to improve the mechanical
properties of Al alloys is precipitation hardening. Precipitation
hardening of Al alloys requires high quench rate after solution
annealing to avoid coarse intermetallic precipitates formation at the
grain boundaries. A supersaturated solid solution of alloying elements
is a pre-requisite for the formation of fine intermetallic precipitates
during aging, which improves the strength of the material.

When Al alloys are solution heat treated at elevated temperatures,
the alloying elements are solved in the Al crystal lattice. During aging
treatment, alloying elements formerly solved in the Al rich matrix exit
and form intermetallic components that subsequently cause hardening
elements precipitate in localized areas resulting in a significant increase
in the strength [1].

Considering the diffusion of the alloying elements as a necessary
factor for precipitation, heating activation is known as imperative
factor for quick forming of precipitates. Furthermore, there are
different parameters, which affect mechanical properties of the alloy
such as time and temperature of the solution heat treatment, time and
temperature of the aging treatment as well as the cooling rate of the
alloy during quenching stage. An appropriate combination of aging
treatment time and temperature can cause a superior property in this
alloy [2].

Nowadays, novel soft computational methods and artificial
intelligence approaches have found their place in materials science and
engineering which is due to the fact of narrowing down of the
boundaries between different majors in recent researches [3].
Establishing an applied mathematical relation between mechanical
property and heat treatment factors, is the kind of problem which is
very complex, non-linear and multi-dimensional and in the case, such
methodologies shows their potential and power quite better.

In this research, an attempt was made to apply a fuzzy logic (FL), as
one of the conventional intelligent modeling techniques, for modeling
and evaluation of the materials fabrication factors considering as-
treated hardness of the heat-treated Al alloy. Soft computation based

on artificial intelligence outlines has shown its capability in advanced
engineering materials manufacturing and characterization.

Fuzzy logic theorem was first introduced by Zadeh and later
expanded in next decade [4]. This approach is a powerful problem-
solving method with many applications in process control challenges
and materials fabrication. Fuzzy concepts provide a remarkably easy
way for drawing definite conclusions from vague, uncertain and
imprecise information.

Fuzziness describes event uncertainty but probability concepts deal
with occurrence of events. The degree to which a phenomenon occurs
is in FL realm just if its occurrence is random according to probability.
Fuzzification is a process that converts numerical data to
corresponding fuzzy sets. The rule evaluation step consists of the
several ‘‘if…then” phrases that forms linguistic structure of the rules.
Finally, a defuzzification step transforms the fuzzy outputs to crisp
ones [5,6].

Al-Cu Alloy
The present study, evaluates the effect of precipitation hardening

parameters such as aging temperature (AT.), aging time (At.) and
solution time (St.) on hardness (H.) of heat-treated aluminum-copper
alloy. Initially to achieve maximum uniformity in the grain
dimensions, structure and strain distribution, a primary annealing heat
treatment was performed at temperature of 404°C for 2 h. The main
heat treatment strategy was carried out according to the following
strategy; each group was heated to 496°C for 25 min, 45 min and 65
min, respectively. Afterwards, the samples were quenched in agitated
water with temperature of 15°C. Subsequently, heated alloys were aged
at three different temperatures of 140°C, 175°C and 210°C for 4 h, 17 h
and 24 h to investigate the effect of aging time on strength of the alloy
in term of hardness. Figure 1 shows the heat treatment setup for the
samples used in this study. Finally, after aging treatment, Brinell
hardness test was performed to evaluate the average hardness of the
heat treated samples.
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The first phase in the fuzzy system design is assigning a symmetrical
or an asymmetrical membership function to each variable. In the
present work, we have chosen triangular fuzzy sets, as they are
commonly applied which is due to their ability for modeling non-
linearity.
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Figure 1: Experimental design for the heat treatment study.

Figure 2: Membership function for three inputs.

Fuzzy membership converts the notion of binary membership to
various degrees of membership values on a two dimensional diagram.
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the shape and range of each membership
function for inputs and output variables.

The goal is to establish a connection between multiple inputs and
final hardness. Table 1 shows 16 defined rules. Inference system and
defuzzification are the ending process in the FL analysis, subsequently.
Many defuzzification methods can be used such as center-of-area,
weighted average. Fuzzy model results and hardness number values of

experimental tests were assessed by a regression graph in Figure 4 to
evaluate the efficiency of fuzzy model in prediction of the mechanical
property.

Figure 3: Membership functions for one output.

If (AT. is Low) & (At. is Short) & (St. is Low) then (H. is vvl)

If (AT. is Low) & (At. is High) & (St. is Mid) then (H. is vl)

If (AT. is Low) & (At. is Short) & (St. is High) then (H. is vl)

If (AT. is Mid) & (At. is Short) & (St. is Mid) then (H. is ml)

If (AT. is Mid) & (At. is Mid) & (St. is Mid) then (H. is l)

If (AT. is Mid) & (At. is High) & (St. is High) then (H. is m)

If (AT. is Mid) & (At. is Mid) & (St. is Mid) then (H. is l)

If (AT. is High) & (At. is Short) & (St. is Low) then (H. is vh)

If (AT. is High) & (At. is Short) & (St. is High) then (H. is vh)

If (AT. is Low) & (At. is Mid) & (St. is High) then (H. is m)

If (AT. is High) & (At. is High) & (St. is High) then (H. is exh)

If (AT. is High) & (At. is High) & (St. is Mid) then (H. is eh)

If (AT. is High) & (At. is Mid) & (St. is High) then (H. is vvh)

If (AT. is High) & (At. is Short) & (St. is Low) then (H. is mh)

If (AT. is Mid) & (At. is Short) & (St. is Low) then (H. is l)

If (AT. is Low) & (At. is High) & (St. is High) then (H. is mh)

Table 1: Linguistic rules definition for FL inference system.

Figure 4: Regression graph for FL hardness prediction.
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Results show that the FL system is capable of predicting the non-
linear and complex behavior of heat treated Al-Cu alloy. The fuzzy
model was used successfully for establishing a relation, as a fitness
function for further optimization process, between the desired output
and three affecting input parameters.
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